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Welcome to the Fall Newsletter 2016. The Network, VAWCCs and our 
allies have had a busy few months with much to report. 
n   We have released the report from the Fall Forum 

and also the Report-back on the Media Workshop 
with a few action items we hope will make it onto 
your fall agenda for discussion. 

n   The BBW website will launch in the next few weeks.

n   We’ve completed phase one of our first 
collaborative research project on Mandatory 
Charging. (YAY us!)

AND IT WILL BE A BUSY FALL!

n   The completion of the MAG survey by VAWCCs 
with a report-back expected in late October – 
looking for a 90% response rate. 

n   We anticipate that phase 2 of the Mandatory 
Charging Project will begin.

 Don’t forget to support Sisters In Spirit on October 4th 
and share your stories and pictures for the next issue. 

We hope that you will consider submitting content for 
our next newsletter – this is the space to show and tell 
the important work of VAW coordination and stories 
in your area. Deadline for the winter newsletter is 
December 9th.
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 BBWON News
BBWON 2015 Fall Forum
The Fall Forum provided an important opportunity for VAWCCs 
to come together and learn about all the great work that is 
happening in Ontario. You can read the report here (as soon as 
we launch it!)

Making the Media Work for Us:  
Building capacity
One of the priorities for BBWON identified at the 2015 Fall 
Forum, was to work together to build our capacity to work more 
strategically and effectively with the media. First steps toward 
this goal were taken in June when three workshops were held. 
Two Francophone workshops were hosted by OCTEVAW and 
AOcVF in Ottawa and Toronto on June 14th and 16th and an 
Anglophone workshop on June 6 in Toronto. 

Moving forward: Media Related Action items for VAWCCs

For VAWCCS that want to get to work on building capacity to 
work with the media here are four suggested action items:

1. Develop a media policy at your VAWCC

  ACTION: Develop a policy on how your committee wants to 
respond to and/or initiate contact with the media. Identify the 
person who is the committee’s first point of contact and set 
out a process by which decisions will be made. See page 4 
for more ideas. (Note – if your committee already has such a 
policy in place, please share with BBWON) 

2. Identify good and bad reporting on VAW news at a 
provincial level

  ACTION: VAWCCs to share examples of good and bad 
reporting of local and provincial news stories. Send the links 
of stories to: info@buildingabiggerwave.org. ALSO share your 
op-ed or letters to the editor if you respond to the story. Ask 
for support from other VAWCCs through the Network. 

3.  Raise the profile of missing women, femicide and sexual 
violence

  When women go missing, are killed or sexual violence trials 
take place, too often the news remains hidden or local.

  ACTIONS: Share local news to paint a provincial picture. Use 
BBWON to alert all VAWCCs and allies when a woman is 
missing or killed in your community or when a sexual violence 
trial is taking place. 

  Support the OAITH femicide list – send your local information 
to marlene@oaith.ca (please cut and paste the actual article – 
not just the link)

4. Support social media action requests from other VAWCCs 
and allies

  ACTION: Let us know when you have social media 
happening. We will share with the network and ask VAWCCs 
to tweet, retweet and like when issues are happening. 
Distribute social media requests to your VAWCC membership 
– ask them to tweet, retweet and like. Use common hashtags 
such as #beenrapedneverreported, #ibelievesurvivors, 
#usetherightwords, #endVAW etc.

Suggestions for BBWON about how to support VAWCCs 
included:

 1.  Develop a ‘go to’ media contact list that can be posted to 
the website 
a. Local contacts identified by VAWCCs 
b. Provincial contacts

 2.  Amplify and share local news when women are missing, 
killed or are seeking justice

The full report will be available on the BBWON website.

Les relations avec les médias 
Les 14 et 16 juin, la Coalition d’Ottawa contre la violence 
faite aux femmes (OCTEVAW) et Action ontarienne contre 
la violence faite aux femmes (AOcVF) ont organisé deux 
formations en français sur « Les relations avec les médias », l’une 
à Ottawa, l’autre à Toronto. Ces formations, offertes par Nicole 
d’Entremont, ont permis aux participantes de travailler et de 
réfléchir sur leur plan média et sur des communiqués de presse, 
sur la façon d’établir de bonnes relations avec les journalistes 
et sur la préparation pour des entrevues. Les participantes ont 
surtout pu faire deux simulations d’entrevues médiatiques : elles 
ont ainsi pu mettre en pratique les recommandations données 
et obtenir une rétroaction sur leur performance. 
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RESEARCH
Mandatory Charging Research Project – 
Update and Next Steps
“What is the impact of mandatory charging policies in Ontario on 
abused women and their families?” This is the research question 
for the very first BBWON provincial research project, which began 
in March 2016 and will finish by June of 2017. As I write this, the 
first phase of the project is drawing to a close. We have had great 
engagement and support from across the network. A wide range 
of mandatory charging benefits and unintended consequences 
have been named through brainstorming sessions among 
coordinating committees and the project advisory committee as 
well as through a literature review. The first phase ended in mid-
July with the finalization of 3 questionnaires: one for women who 
have experienced abuse, one for service providers and one for 
police. 

Being involved in this first phase has been a great experience 
for me as the project researcher. The amount of expertise held 
by the network is enormous. I am particularly impressed by 
people’s willingness to reach out across different mandates and 
priorities and talk through the issues in order to continue to 
improve services for women and their families. I have learned a 
lot about the complexities involved in criminal justice responses 
to intimate partner violence.

Next Steps

In the fall we will resume our work; in this second phase we will 
administer the survey in communities across Ontario. I have 
found the potential reach of the Network to be astounding! If 
each Coordinating Committee gathers only 20 questionnaires 
from women who have experienced abuse, we will have almost 
1000 completed questionnaires! With these numbers we need 
to do the survey on-line with “closed-ended” multiple choice 
questions. We have decided to also do 20 to 30 in person or 
telephone interviews where we will be able to hear women’s 
experiences in their own words. 

Agencies who work with women will receive invitational 
materials to post on bulletin boards, social media and 
mainstream media in early October. The material will tell women 
how to access the survey which they will be able to do on-line 
or with the support of a counsellor. We will also be looking for 
service providers and police officers to fill out the questionnaire 
on-line.   

Our advisory committee has included over 20 coordinating 
committees. Every coordinating committee of the BBWON is 
able to participate in the advisory committee. You are welcome 
to join us!

Deborah Conners, PhD, Researcher for the Mandatory Charging 
Research Project

Note to VAWCCs – We are looking for support for the 2nd 
phase of the Mandatory Charging project – asking each VAWCC 
to contribute $200. Contact Erin Leigh at ed@octevaw-cocvff.ca 
for more information or to make your donation.

Research project: Rural and Northern 
Hidden Homelessness – INVITATION to 
participate
The Rural Ontario Institute is working with three University based 
researchers and the Ontario Municipal Social Service Association 
to conduct a study on rural and northern hidden homelessness 
in Ontario. The project has funding support from the province. 
The intent is to better understand what rural homelessness looks 
like, who is homeless and why, what services are available and 
effective, what changes in policy or practice would be helpful, 
and to expose emerging promising practices.   

One element of the project is an on-line survey of service 
providers in rural or urban areas who are working with rural 
people who are at risk of homelessness or who are or have 
been homeless.  We are also conducting focus groups with rural 
service providers and a series of interviews of rural people with 
lived experience of homelessness.  

We’d like to ensure that the VAW sector is well represented in 
the study. To that end, VAWCCS are invited to engage their 
memberships and participate. This is the link to the on-line 
survey at: https://redcap.laurentian.ca/surveys/?s=AnsXYa. The 
survey will close on November 1, 2016.

Elder Abuse Ontario request to VAWCCs
EAO recognizes and values the achievements of the DVCC/
VAWCCs in strengthening local community service coordination 
and collaboration among agencies in addressing violence. We are 
reaching out to DVCC/VAWCCs to help us further enhance this 
inter-agency collaboration, to create an even- more responsive and 
integrated system that increases the safety and well-being of older 
adults.

EAO is conducting a brief (5 minute) survey to gain insight into 
the work currently being done by DVCC/VAWCCs. It would 
be greatly appreciated if members of DVCC/VAWCCs across 
Ontario would take a few moments to answer these questions, 
before September 30th, 2016. Complete survey here 
 
Thank you, Elder Abuse Ontario
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ADVOCACY
OCRCC supports Mandi Gray
In July of 2016, in an unprecedented ruling, Mustafa Ururyar was 
found guilty of the sexual assault of Mandi Gray. In a statement 
at that time, Gray remarked upon her terrible experience of the 
criminal justice system. 

Within days of the conviction, Ururyar’s defence team appealed 
the conviction and asked for bail. This was granted. In the 
meantime, Mandi Gray now faces growing public scrutiny and 
backlash.

Read media release

PAR in Huron County – update on advocacy
This spring the Huron DART (Domestic Assault Review Team), 
learned that one of our member organizations was no longer 
able to afford to provide the PAR program in our community. It 
was not that they did not want to provide the program any more 
or that they had lost the passion for serving this challenging 
population, it was simply that with the changes made by MAG 
to the program made it impossible to continue providing the 
program. Our collective concern for the safety of women in 
our community was raised. How we deal with offenders is 
fundamental to women’s safety. We could not see this vital 
service drop, we were concerned about who might be tapped 
to provide service and we were saddened to see our community 
potentially lose a PAR provider with 30+ years of experience in 
delivering this program.  

We had to do something. First we wrote a letter to the new 
Attorney General calling for stabilizing funds to be provided 
to the PAR Provider in Huron County and also asking for a 
comprehensive review of PAR which includes consultation 
from community providers with a long history of the program.  
Then we reached out to the the BBW network to ask for your 
support of our community. BBW sent a follow up letter to the 
AG indicating this support for which we are grateful. To know 
that the collective voice of our network cares about each other 
and what is happening in our communities is tremendous.  To 
know that our united voices can make a difference and influence 
change in our government, is heartening.  

This story is not yet over, but we know that the coming together 
has made a difference. On August 12, the Huron Perth Centre 
announced that with MAG’s support, they are able to continue 
providing the Group Delta PAR program for the next year. In the 
next newsletter we will provide a full update on the impact of 
our collective voice. We encourage all coordinating committees 
to continue to work together as strong advocates for ending 
violence against women and creating change.  

Donna-Jean Forster  
Chair, Huron DART

The importance of ongoing VAW  
support for PAR 
BBWON support and advocacy for the Huron PAR extends to 
all VAW related services. We don’t speak ‘for’ VAWCCs but 
we do advocate for VAWCC voices and issues to be heard. 
The expertise of the VAW sector is a crucial resource for all 
Ontarians. Important ground has been gained through the 
leadership of the Wynne government in addressing VAW issues 
and the focus on sexual violence and sexual harassment in the 
province. And yet, we continue to exist under the thumb of a 
neo-liberal economic lens that treats women’s issues and human 
services as unprofitable businesses. (See: Does the Auditor 
General Care About Women?)

PAR can be redesigned to better protect women and children. 
Violent men (many) can change their behaviour – the research 
is clear. The need for individual accountability is a given AND 
we need a more effective system response. The research is 
also clear that men become more desperate and their risk for 
violence increases without effective intervention. The broad 
group of VAW stakeholders who have been advocating with 
MAG for increased collaboration and strategic system-level 
thinking will continue to ask government to stabilize the PAR 
that we have, while insisting that we need to do better by 
getting to prevention and by drawing on evidence to chart the 
way. 

We are advocating for a comprehensive system level review that 
includes all related ministries as well as VAW community experts, 
long standing community PAR experts that deliver programs and 
researchers. We remain deeply concerned about a number of 
issues including the drop in referrals to PAR in many parts of the 
province, the need to have a better understanding of how PAR 
works in different geographic locations, the number of women 
being charged, and the possible trend reported by several 
VAWCCs that the courts are sending abusive men to anger 
management – which the evidence shows, does not work. These 
are just a few of the issues that can only be considered through 
a system lens if we are ever going to get ahead of the curve. 
What is the alternative?

We want a more collaborative way of working together. We will 
continue to insist that government needs VAW expertise and 
that any consultation process should evolve as a partnership. 
This is completely in line with the direction of government to 
be more open. (See: The Promise of ‘Open Government’ and 
what it could mean to VAWCCs)  We remain hopeful that the 
new Attorney General and Assistant Deputy will be open to 
community leadership and ideas.  
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Revisiting Renfrew one year later
Last summer, the Renfrew VAWCC coordinator wrote an article 
for the BBWON newsletter raising an alarm about the OPP in 
Renfrew County:

(from BBWON Summer 2015 Newsletter p.12)
EVA-RENFREW COUNTY (END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN-
RENFREW COUNTY) has been bracing for some major changes 
to the O.P.P.’s local, domestic-violence, investigative team. 
Renfrew County has seen local police forces phased out of small 
communities as the O.P.P. has become the official authority – a 
transition that has taken place over the last five years. 

While we have not been given an official directive from 
the O.P.P., we were informed at our April meeting that the 
“Domestic Violence Program” (“DV Program”) is going to be 
phased out. The “Abuse Issues Coordinator” position has been 
left vacant after the officer was transferred, and there is no 
permanent replacement. We have been advised that the “DV 
Program” would be dropped by September 2015. There is no 
indication, so far, that a new system will be put into place.

A month later, three women were killed in Wilno by a man who 
had been in and out of the criminal justice system for decades. 
A year after those murders, the question that the Renfrew 
VAWCC asked just prior to those murders, needs to be raised 
again. Is the phasing out of Abuse Coordinators specific to 
Renfrew or is it happening across the province? 

ACTION: Two questions for VAWCCs – please let us know: 
info@buildingabigger.org
 o  Are you are aware of this type of change by OPP in 

your community? Describe any community impacts your 
committee has noticed.  

 o  Does your VAWCC benefit from active participation with 
your DV/SV/Abuse Issues Coordinator? Would you have 
concerns about the impact on victim safety if this position 
was to be divested or limited?  It would be great to hear 
examples of collaboration that is working with having 
Abuse Coordinators at your tables. 

BBWON coordinators will also write to the OPP and ask for a 
response and report-back in the next newsletter. 

Where do the high level system discussions take place that 
consider the implications of making such a big change in one 
particular area of the system? The Domestic Violence Death 
Review Committee will review the case after the trial and report 
on their findings, but that will likely not be until 2018 or after.

Beyond the immediate questions is a direct link to the ongoing 
request by VAW experts and researchers for a system level 
review of PAR that looks broadly at the functioning and 
intersections between VAW, probation, courts, social services, 
child welfare and other related sectors. PAR is only one possible 
doorway into looking at the whole system. Long-time VAW 
leaders will tell you that there was a time (before Harris) when 
different ministries and community leaders sat together easily 
and often to strategize how to end violence against women. 

It’s a real question: How can we bring systematic, integrated 
collaborative practice into the 21st century? It’s a question for 
everyone.

ARTICLES and Updates
Rural women at risk in Ontario –  
Are we doing enough?
Every six days women are not simply dying in Canada, they 
are being killed. As VAW workers we are continuously asking 
ourselves how we can help women to keep themselves safe, 
how we can determine the risks and engage the client in a plan 
to secure her (and her children’s safety). We ask her questions 
about her routine and push her to make drastic life changes, be 
hyper aware of her every move, and attend a litany of social, 
legal, housing and child protection appointments which often 
amount to a full time job. We do all of this with good intentions 
but ultimately a woman cannot secure her own safety as it is 
based on the actions of another which we know she cannot 
control. 

Victoria Banman’s beautifully written thesis acts like a roadmap 
to these gaps in our current system which ultimately leaves 
women at risk of being killed. The chilling statistics highlight 
the misguided onus put on women to keep themselves safe 
rather than holding men accountable; “few studies have 
examined ways in which perpetrators can reduce their risk of 
committing homicide through prevention efforts such as risk 
management plans” (Banman, p.21). Banman notes only 16% 
of the perpetrators of domestic homicide in Ontario between 
2003- 2012 had risk assessment completed, and in only 
16% of these cases this assessment lead to a safety and risk 
management plan being created. This statistic shows a clear 
gap in our domestic homicide prevention efforts which must be 
addressed immediately (Banman, p.43).

These criticisms were echoed by VAW advocates following 
the murders of three women by a man with previous charges 
in rural Renfrew County Ontario in 2015. One of the women 
was using a GPS based DV alarm at the time of her death but 
it did not keep her safe; however it has been suggested that 
tracking of the known perpetrator rather than his victim could 
have potentially prevented this tragedy. Women are constantly 
being asked to change their schedules, contact information, 
homes, communities, and refrain from “risky” behavior to 
keep themselves safe following abuse. Ultimately thorough 
risk assessment and safety planning with perpetrators has 
a greater ability to impact victim safety than victim safety 
planning while also holding the abusive party accountable 
for their actions rather than asking their victim to predict and 
react to potential behavior of their (ex) partner. 
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The “invisibility of men” and the need for this to change 
system wide but particularly in relation to child protection and 
justice services has been something referred to for over half 
a decade by service providers, clients, researchers, coroners, 
DV Death Review committees, and VAWCCs (see the amazing 
2012 Niagara Region Domestic Violence Report Card “The 
System Matters”- page 75 in particular). The children and 
primary caregivers (usually mom) are interviewed regularly 
and thoroughly to the point they describe feeling like they are 
having their life audited. As VAW advocates we must push to 
have the audit that would really count completed; a thorough 
risk assessment of offenders, creation of risk management plans 
and follow up on these plans. The info we gain from kids and 
their mother can’t necessarily tell us if they are at risk of being 
killed, but meeting with dad might. Following up on if mom 
attended counselling may not be as impactful in relation to 
domestic homicide as  checking if dad is following through with 
his psychiatrist’s treatment plan. 

For our next VAWCC meeting every member has been asked 
to read Banman’s thesis in preparation for discussion; we 
encourage your VAWCC to take this important research under 
review and consider the implications on the work we are all 
passionately doing in our own communities, as well as our joint 
advocacy through BBWON. 
Banman, Victoria L.,“Domestic Homicide Risk Factors: Rural and Urban 
Considerations” (2015). Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Repository. Paper 2767.
Banman’s Thesis Online: http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=4315&context=etd
2012 Niagara Report Card Online: http://www.niagaraknowledgeexchange.
com/resources-publications/the-niagara-region-domestic-violence-report-card-
20112012-the-system-matters/

Amber Wardell, Haldimand & Norfolk Justice for Women 
Review Team Coordinator 

Does the Auditor General care  
about women?
The Auditor General’s report on Ministry of Community 
and Social Services (MCSS) VAW services in 2013 was very 
critical of government’s management of VAW services. Many 
recommendations were made. Consequently, the shelters 
in Ontario have been deep in the mind-numbing process of 
standardization over the past couple of years. I can see clear 
benefits in working to standardize women’s experiences no 
matter where they come into the system. Working with MCSS 
has been a good experience for most of us; it is a ministry with 
regional people who still remember their own past commitment 
to community development. Many of the field staff respect 
community expertise and leadership and will go the distance to 
consult in a meaningful way. 

That said, the process of bringing standardization to the shelter 
system means added layers of bureaucracy that increase 
pressures on our already thin administrative capacity and take 
us even further away from working directly with women and 
partnering in the community. It also means an increase in the 
micro-managing tendencies of government in a highly risk-
averse context. In my experience, this is a very bad mix for 
working with vulnerable women and families but it has been 

the way of the world since Harris was elected two decades ago. 
Harris changed our world in ways that have long outlived him. 
His conservative doctrine was part of a global shift to neo-liberal 
economics that has successfully eroded the social safety net 
and placed all of the blame for needing a safety net in the first 
place squarely on the individual, usually women. Neo-liberalism 
completely ignores built in inequalities that disadvantage 
women, non-white, non-heterosexual, non-educated, very young 
and very old, differently abled people – creating the conditions 
for the majority of our people to struggle against different kinds 
of poverty and discrimination. 

Reading the Auditor’s report again I feel disheartened because 
there is no place in it that considers achieving real world 
outcomes. The only possible focus for activity is on managing 
taxpayer money more efficiently. As if it has always been this 
way. As if that is the only possibility. I also read an unspoken 
resentment that sits just under the management surface of 
having to support abused women in the first place. That is the 
textbook neo-liberal mindset. The audit does not understand, 
or appear to care, about outcomes or how to use investments 
to achieve them. Instead, the recommendations are mired in 
accurately counting and tracking the number of women we 
process through the system. 

In this still-Harris world, women are inputs. Yes, we do client 
satisfaction surveys but what kind of a real measure of change 
is that? It is not. All this begs the question; does the Auditor 
General actually care about the quality and safety of women’s 
lives? And, what is the point of making investments if we don’t 
measure the social return? Is there ever a moment when we 
might talk about outcomes-based evaluation and programming? 
If you are reading this and have ideas about how VAW leaders 
might push this – I would love the conversation.

Kate Wiggins
Women’s Community House London

The promise of ‘open government’ and 
what it could mean to VAWCCs
Different ministries and levels of government collect data on 
domestic and sexual violence. Until now, the information has 
been difficult or even impossible to access. According to the 
Ontario Government – the data is public information that has to 
be made available.
 
Background
The Ontario Government announced a commitment to “open 
government” with the establishment of an Open Government 
Office in 2013. In April, Ontario was selected to become one 
of 15 jurisdictions worldwide in a new pilot program run by the 
Open Government Partnership (OGP). 

The OGP works in 69 countries to promote government 
transparency and empower citizens through concrete 
commitments. The pilot program aims to advance open 
government in each jurisdiction through increased transparency, 
accountability, citizen participation and the use of innovative 
technology.
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What this could mean for VAWCCs

As part of the OPG pilot, the province provided an online 
survey to solicit ideas. The survey closed on August 26. 
BBWON submitted the idea that ministries with VAW related 
data collection (MAG, MCSCSS, MCSS, etc.) could make 
their relevant data available to VAWCCs automatically and on 
a regular basis to stimulate data-based discussions in local 
communities about what is going on in the system. This would 
give VAWCCs the real world numbers to look at issues that have 
been surfacing anecdotally such as the number of women being 
charged, numbers of dual charging, offenders with weapons 
charges being referred for early intervention, sexual violence 
charges, convictions etc. The suggestion to share data followed 
from recommendations made to the Attorney General in Oct 
2015 by the stakeholder group that met with MAG, MCSS and 
OWD. 

Next Steps

1.  The province will post the list of ideas and ask the public to 
vote. If selected, and VAWCCs believe this is a good idea 
– we will want to stimulate voting throughout the network. 
VAWCCs will be notified once the voting goes live. 

2.  Even if the idea is not accepted for the OPG pilot – the open 
government mandate clearly states the data belongs to 
the public. BBWON can work with VAW provincial leaders 
and experts to identify the relevant data elements from the 
different ministries and then pursue a process by which the 
data is made available to all VAWCCs on a regular basis.  
Stay tuned!

The real world value of VAW Expertise  
for Ontario Employers
The workplace is a critical and strategic ‘battleground’ in the 
fight to end violence against women. Ontario employers need 
the VAW sector and the expertise that comes with frontline 
experience. CREVAWC (Centre for Research and Education 
on VAWC) has tested a comprehensive community approach 
that leverages the workplace legislation as the vehicle to build 
relationships between employers in the private and public 
sectors and VAW organizations. 

Our goal is to educate and support employers to commit to a 
whole company approach to effectively address violence in the 
workplace and meet their obligations under the OHSA. We are 
also working very closely with unions. The labour movement has 
a long history as a social justice force for women and working 
people. Violence against women is a ‘big tent’ issue under which 
the interests of management and union coincide. 

We want to do everything possible to ensure that women are 
safe and supported at work. We want to reduce the risk that 
they will be re-victimized by policies, procedures and people 
who are uninformed of the complexities of domestic and sexual 
violence and harassment. Without the education, it’s too easy 
for organizational leaders to see vulnerable women as ‘the 
problem’. 

Ontario employers need the expertise of local VAW 
agencies across the province. With workplace obligations 
and responsibilities for employers to keep workers safe from 
domestic violence, there is an opportunity for VAW agencies 
to offer safety planning and risk assessment services on a fee-
for-service basis. This is the vision. There is real potential here 
as a provincial ‘game-changer’ and CREVAWC is interested to 
work with VAWCCs and member organizations to embed the 
workplace program in your community. Talk to us about how 
your committee can get started.

Barb MacQuarrie & Margaret MacPherson
See: Make It Our Business

Update on Ontario’s Roundtable on 
Violence Against Women (Summer 2016)
Ontario’s permanent Roundtable on Violence Against Women 
was established in March 2015 to provide advice to the 
government on ongoing and emerging gender-based violence 
issues. Membership is made up of representatives from more 
than 20 provincial umbrella organizations in the violence against 
women sector, as well as experts from other sectors to speak 
about issues affecting specific populations. 

Since March 2015, the roundtable has met 10 times (including 
in-person meetings and teleconferences) and advised the 
government on a range of initiatives, including:

 o  2015 Provincial Summit on Sexual Violence and 
Harassment;

 o  The Sexual Violence and Harassment Action  
Plan Act, 2016; 

 o  Development of the Creative Engagement and  
Innovation Fund;

 o  Responding to violence against women in rural, remote 
and northern communities (including development of the 
Rural Realities Fund);

 o  Ontario’s Long-term Affordable Housing Strategy Update; 

 o  Independent Legal Advice for Sexual Assault Survivors Pilot 
Program; and

 o Ontario’s Strategy to End Human Trafficking.

The roundtable also explored emerging issues and invited 
guests to present on topics such as domestic violence, issues 
affecting remote, rural and northern communities, ending 
violence against Indigenous women, justice and policing issues, 
and responses to sexual violence on college and university 
campuses.

The permanent Roundtable on Violence Against Women is one 
of 13 key initiatives from It’s Never Okay: An Action Plan to Stop 
Sexual Violence and Harassment.

Questions about the Roundtable on Violence Against Women 
can be sent to the Ontario Women’s Directorate at  
owd@ontario.ca. 
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Mise à jour - Table ronde de l’Ontario sur 
la lutte contre la violence faite aux femmes 
(Été 2016)
La Table ronde permanente de l’Ontario sur la lutte contre 
la violence faite aux femmes a été établie en mars 2015 afin 
de conseiller le gouvernement sur les questions de violence 
actuelles et émergentes fondées sur le sexe. Elle est formée 
de représentants de plus de 20 organismes provinciaux 
d’encadrement du secteur de la lutte contre la violence faite aux 
femmes, ainsi que de spécialistes provenant d’autres secteurs, 
dans le but de discuter de questions touchant des populations 
particulières. 

Depuis mars 2015, la Table ronde s’est réunie 10 fois (en 
personne et par téléconférence) et a conseillé le gouvernement 
sur un éventail d’initiatives, notamment les suivantes :

 o  le Sommet de 2015 sur la violence et le harcèlement à 
caractère sexuel;

 o  la Loi de 2016 sur le Plan d’action contre la violence et le 
harcèlement sexuels; 

 o  la création du Fonds de mobilisation créative et du Fonds 
d’innovation; 

 o  la réaction à la violence faite aux femmes dans les 
collectivités du Nord et les collectivités rurales et éloignées 
(notamment la création du Fonds des réalités rurales);

 o  la mise à jour de la Stratégie à long terme de logement 
abordable de l’Ontario; 

 o  le Programme pilote de prestation d’avis juridiques 
indépendants aux survivantes et survivants d’agression 
sexuelle; et

 o  la Stratégie ontarienne pour mettre fin à la traite des 
personnes.

Les membres de la Table ronde ont également exploré des 
questions émergentes et invité plusieurs personnes à faire des 
présentations sur des sujets tels que la violence familiale, les 
questions touchant les collectivités du Nord et les collectivités 
rurales et éloignées, la violence faite aux femmes autochtones 
et les stratégies pour y mettre fin, les questions de justice et 
de maintien de l’ordre, et les réactions à la violence à caractère 
sexuel sur les campus des collèges et des universités.

La Table ronde permanente sur la lutte contre la violence faite 
aux femmes est l’une des 13 initiatives clés de Ce n’est jamais 
acceptable : Plan d’action pour mettre fin à la violence et au 
harcèlement sexuels.

Les questions relatives à la Table ronde sur la lutte contre la 
violence faite aux femmes peuvent être envoyées à la Direction 
générale de la condition féminine de l’Ontario à  
owd@ontario.ca.  

VAWCC events, cool projects 
and local updates
Countdown Project in Renfrew County
Way back in the way back (as time goes) a plan was hatched 
by the Women’s Sexual Assault Centre of Renfrew to create 
a monument to end sexual violence. Red Dress Productions 
was invited to lead the Countdown Project, and Ottawa Valley 
Creative Arts Open Studio was invited to collaborate, and 
community partners came aboard with offers of outreach 
support, and workshop venues, public park space, and cash and 
in-kind contributions, and many community members joined 
-- and continue to join -- in this many hands and many hearts 
effort. 

In July we held four workshops to generate ideas in Pembroke, 
Eganville, Pikwakanagan First Nation, and Killaloe. We recorded 
pages of notes and archived more than 100 sketches. In August, 
we reconvened in the four communities to review 9 design 
concepts that reflect the themes and motifs generated by 
contributors. In small working groups, community members 
modified, revised, and built upon the images that were 
offered. From there, a design was produced for the anchor 
monument that will live in Centennial Park, Eganville, along with 
designs for three sister monuments that will live in Pembroke, 
Pikwakanagan First Nation, and Killaloe. In September, we’ll 
build the four pebble mosaic public artworks with community 
members. Everyone is welcome to join in the countdown to end 
sexual violence – returning contributors and new contributors. 
Everyone, all of us, is needed to end sexual violence.

On October 15, 2016 we’ll unveil the monument(s). More 
information on that soon!

It’s Never Okay: Ontario’s Action Plan to Stop Sexual Violence 
and Harassment provided funding for the Countdown Public Art 
Project.

Anna Camilleri 
Artistic Director of Red Dress Productions
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Oxford DART
Adding to their social media campaign at #rightthing, the DART 
Committee recently created rave cards addressing the issue 
of CONSENT. These 4 x 6 cards feature the #rightthing poster 
print on one side and on the other, their definition of consent.  
Although these cards are available for everyone, the primary 
target group remains young people with the aim to educate 
both boys and girls about healthy, happy and ‘consensual’ 
relationships.

DART is very excited to announce that they will be holding 
a one-day conference on LGBTQ Positive Space Training on 
Thursday October 6, 2016. The fee for the day is only $40.00. It 
will be held at the CAS Building in Woodstock.  This conference 
will be ideal for those working in education, health, social 
services, justice, policing, front line workers, probation & parole, 
etc.  

The featured speaker will be Deirdre Pike, a Senior Social 
Planner for the Social Planning and Research Council of 
Hamilton (SPRC) and a columnist for The Hamilton Spectator. In 
her role as a senior planner she has recently completed a needs 
assessment on the LGBTQ community in Hamilton, an update to 
the first one she completed almost a decade ago.

There will be more information to follow on this event but for 
now……please hold the date. For ticket information or other 
enquiries please contact Linda at dartcor@gmail.com.

Freedom Sisters 
On June 2nd and 3rd the Freedom Sisters SSM hosted the 
“Supporting Voices in the North Conference” at the Delta 
Waterfront Suites Conference Centre in Sault Ste. Marie. With 
the financial support of the Department of Justice Canada this 2 
day event during Victims and Survivors of Crime week brought 
together fifty front line staff, survivors, students and community 
agencies to provide training. The first day consisted of Trauma 
Essentials training provided by CAST Canada. Tom Regeher 
provided us with a full day of resources for working with people 
who are struggling with addiction, housing, employment, anger 
and other issues and how to help them get unstuck. On the 
morning of day two Pamela Cross, a feminist lawyer; a well-
known and respected expert on violence against women and 
the law presented “It Shouldn’t Be This Hard” and “Getting 
Practical” to give those attending tools and tips for working with 
violence against woman. The afternoon consisted of presenters 
from the Sault Ste. Marie community who engaged in discussion 
of what is happening in our city to support victims and survivors 
of crime. 

Dufferin Caledon DART
In 2015-16, the Dufferin Caledon Domestic Assault Review Team 
(DART) Survivor Panel completed a project developed to provide 
hope to women who experience or had experienced intimate 
partner abuse. The panel has authored and released a book 
titled “The Book of Courage”. The book is intended to share the 
panelist’s experiences so that other women can find hope. 

Background

DART initially received funding from the Ministry of Community 
and Social Services to involve survivors in a Survivor 
Engagement Project. In late 2010, DART supported the 
creation of a group of survivors; women who had experienced 
domestic abuse and were committed to sharing their stories 
and providing feedback to the DART member agencies in an 
effort to improve services for other victims.  The group called 
themselves “The Voices of Strength and Courage”.

Funding was obtained so that Survivor Panel members were 
paid for their time to attend meetings and participate in 
trainings/provide training to area service providers; so that Panel 
member child care costs were covered and in order to have 
money available to assist with transportation to/from meetings 
if needed. In 2015, DART decided to have the Panel funded by 
DART operational funds, so that the continuation of the Panel 
was not dependent on obtaining grant funding.  

Project

The Panel authored a book, The Book of Courage. The Panel 
wanted to share their experiences with other women at risk; 
struggling with safety from abuse, with accessing and utilizing 
supports, systems and community resources; who might have 
felt overwhelmed, alone and isolated. 7 of 9 Panel members 
submitted entries for the Book.  Funding was obtained and 
250 copies printed. Within a week, most of the copies were 
distributed. DART member agencies obtained books to provide 
to those using their services, the Panel directed that copies be 
sent to the local MP and MPP offices, and explored sending 
copies to local media.  Feedback has been overwhelmingly 
positive, both from DART member agencies and women who 
have experienced abuse.
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Dufferin/Caledon Domestic Assault 
Review Team, Survivor Panel
The Voices of Strength & Courage
Excerpt 1

What would I have wanted to know the night I left and in the 
chaotic days that followed? When my life had imploded and fell 
all about me in bits and pieces.  When everybody had questions 
and I had no answers. When I felt stupid and ashamed and the 
truth was that I was broken but I couldn’t put words to it.  

What could someone have said to me...remember to breathe.

Excerpt 2

I am in my seventies.

I lived for over 30 years with the physical, verbal and emotional 
abuse.

…

The taste of dignity, the respect and the understanding given to 
me by the women at the shelter, turned the light [that the author 
saw in her life after fleeing abuse] into a door.

A door that lead to many other doors.  Doors that opened upon 
request.  I received things like legal advice, safety devices and 
housing.

And with each door that I opened, I re-acquired my place in the 
light-filled world. 

Where I could walk proud because I had taken that first step.

Excerpt 3

One day it eventually stops, although that seems hard to believe 
when you are in the middle of it. I am still cautious and mindful 
that he is out there; still have an unlisted phone number- but 
he is no longer on my day-to-day radar and my life is my own 
again.

…

It won’t be better overnight- but no problem is too big to be 
solved and it helps to view your situation from an objective 
perspective and break it down to manageable pieces. Forgive 
yourself when you mess up and move on. Life right now is still 
going on all around you, in spite of your current problems- don’t 
forget to enjoy it, to laugh, to make new friends and find new 
interests. There are lots of stepping stones to take to grow and 
build a new life and you are stronger than you think. 

Be calm, be strong, be grateful.

Excerpt 4

Yes, these things happened to me, and they will always be a 
part of my past, but I know that the future is left in my hands 
now. I know that I am now able to steer myself in a direction that 
I would never have been able to go in the past. I finally get to 
truly live my own life.

I am a SURVIVOR. Together we can bring awareness, stand 
in unified strength, and work to end the silence of domestic 
violence and abuse. There is hope. You can be free. There is 
freedom in speaking the truth, and that is your validation. You 
are alive, and you are stronger than you think. Never give up. 

The Violence Against Women Coordinating 
Committee of Windsor- Essex  
(VAWCCWE), formerly the Domestic Violence Coordinating 
Committee, is made up of 26 member agencies with 
approximately 32 members, meeting 5 times per year. In 
addition to our general meetings, we have an Executive 
Committee and three Sub-Committees: Education and Training, 
Marketing and Promotion, and Research and Evaluation.

Our Marketing committee has been busy reviewing and 
revising our logo so it is more relevant and recognizable within 
the community. We are also in the planning stages of having 
billboards placed around Windsor-Essex, sometime in the fall, in 
support of Woman Abuse Prevention month and the Shine the 
Light campaign.

Our Research committee has supported the Mandatory 
Charging Project from the beginning and will continue to do 
so. We have researched and analyzed multiple documents 
related to domestic violence-related charges in our community 
and throughout the province as well as reviewing report cards 
completed by other provincial coordinating committees.

In May, our Education Committee hosted the screening of The 
Mask You Live In (http://therepresentationproject.org/film/
the-mask-you-live-in/): a film that follows boys and young men 
as they struggle to stay true to themselves while negotiating 
America’s narrow definition of masculinity. Sixty-five people 
participated in the event which included the screening, a 
panel discussion and Q&A. The response was so encouraging 
that we are now in negotiations with two local groups about a 
partnership to present additional screenings. 

We will be also hosting our bi-annual conference on Monday, 
November 7 at Caesars Windsor featuring Dr. Lori Haskell (see 
ad below). The cost for the full day is $100. Registration will be 
available in early September.

Anyone interested in more information about how we  
promoted The Mask You Live In, or about anything related to 
our Committee, please contact Dorothy Davis, Coordinator, at 
dvccwe@gmail.com or vawccwe@gmail.com
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Northumberland Domestic Abuse 
Monitoring Committee (NDAMC)
Love is not supposed to hurt.
A youth-led Public Service Announcement to stop teen violence.

According to the Canadian Women’s Foundation teen 
relationship violence is a hidden epidemic in Canada.  In fact, 
dating violence is the highest among the 15-24 age group, 
making up 43% of all incidents of dating violence (Source: 
Statistics Canada).

In an effort to raise awareness about dating violence in 
small communities across Ontario, the Northumberland 
Domestic Abuse Monitoring Committee (NDAMC) has 
launched a social media campaign with the hash tag: 
#ItsTimeToStopTeenViolence.

NDAMC, which is one of 48 Domestic Violence Community 
Coordinating Committees in Ontario, awarded a honourarium 
to a group of local high students to produce a public service 
announcement about teen dating violence. The objective of the 
PSA was to engage youth in the development of the campaign 
– a youth-led production to help other youth stay safe. The 
PSA focuses on three common warning signs of dating abuse: 
stalking, explosive temper and physical/electronic bullying.

The PSA is directed by Graham Beer, student journalist and 
producer of Cobourg Media, and features over 30 students 
from Cobourg Collegiate Institutes drama class. The students 
wrote the script, staged the scenes, acted and edited the PSA.  
Produced over the course of two months the video is now 
published on YouTube for public viewing. The group of students 
hopes the video will go viral, sparking a conversation amongst 
young people about healthy relationships, boundary setting and 
most importantly – that love is not supposed to hurt.  

#ItsTimeToStopTeenViolence is an important Public Service 
Announcement by youth for youth with a call to action 
to encourage teens and their friends to talk about their 
relationships and to report behaviour may appear to be harmful, 
negative or controlling.

Social Action Committee in Durham
“Exciting times in Durham Region! The new Social Action 
Committee (formerly the 5 year old Survivor Advocacy 
Committee, a sub-committee of the Violence Prevention 
Coordinating Council of Durham), is making waves. Now a 
community based organization, SAC continues to “advocate 
and educate to prevent woman abuse”. 

Membership is now open to women who are non-survivors as 
well, AND to men and youth (both genders!) Although primary 
goal is still IPV, the BofD and sub-committees are adding other 
forms of violence against women. Sub-committees have a 
voice on the Board, and are encouraged to work together to 
share resources tackling compounded issues such as racism/
discrimination, culture, colour, language, age, disability, sex-
orientation as well as gender equity. Directors and/or additional 

members sought for the six “communities” with complex 
problems: Youth, Elders, Aboriginals, Immigrants, Disabled, 
and LGBQT. Survivors ARE in the Boardroom, raising their 
voices and the VAW sector’s hopes. The VPCC and it’s member 
shelters, services and agencies are already collaborating on 
EVAW campaigns. SAC is also gaining momentum as education, 
business, health and government organizations seek to support, 
sponsor and/or partner with them. Should be an interesting year, 
so keep tabs on http://durhamregionsac.wix.com/endvawnow .”

GRANT opportunities
The Mary Kay Foundation 
The Mary Kay Foundation is continuing its Shelter Grant 
program by awarding a $10,000 grant in each province/territory 
throughout Canada. The Shelter Grant Application deadline is 
October 31th, 2016.

Go to:  
http://www.marykay.ca/ContentPage.aspx?FileName=/
company/mkacf/women-and-violence/our_shelter_grants_at_
work.html&et_cid=61825654&et_rid=DORDAVIS56@GMAIL.
COM-CA-P

MCI – Partnership Grants
The Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration is launching a  
third Call for Proposals for the Partnership Grant Program. The 
2016-18 Partnership Grant Program will continue to support 
building capacity of the not-for-profit sector focusing on three 
priority areas:

 o  Program Evaluation

 o  Inclusive Leadership

 o  Volunteer Management

The approach will be sector wide with the objective to support 
two-year projects. Projects must make a substantive impact on 
improving the ability of not-for-profit organizations to advance 
their mandates and operate effectively in communities across 
Ontario. Deadline Oct 5th 2016.

http://www.grants.gov.on.ca/GrantsPortal/en/OntarioGrants/
GrantOpportunities/OSAPQA005155
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